
OORT RESIN TABLE COLLECTION - OBJECT 001 

DESCRIPTION
These smooth, rounded tables were inspired by the Oort Cloud — a theoretical cloud of icy planetesimals that encircle our solar system. 
We imagined these colourful objects being gently eroded over eons, as they travel amongst the cloud.

After a year of experimenting, we perfected our methodology to create these futuristic forms. OORT are created in our Toronto studio 
using the process of rotocasting where resin is added layer by layer from the inside with rotation to build up structure and colour depth, 
using as little material as possible. The process takes many days, and while the exterior forms are measured and polished, the interiors 

tell the story of its creation.

A universe captured in resin.

OBJECT 001: A ROUNDED SQUARE FORM

MATERIALS: Resin, pigment                     

ORIGIN:  Canada                                           

PRODUCTION: 6-8 weeks

DIMENSIONS: 20” W x 20” D  x 16” H 50 cm W x 50 cm D x 40 cm H

 



OORT RESIN TABLE COLLECTION - OBJECT 002H 

DESCRIPTION
These smooth, rounded tables were inspired by the Oort Cloud — a theoretical cloud of icy planetesimals that encircle our solar system. 
We imagined these colourful objects being gently eroded over eons, as they travel amongst the cloud.

After a year of experimenting, we perfected our methodology to create these futuristic forms. OORT are created in our Toronto studio 
using the process of rotocasting where resin is added layer by layer from the inside with rotation to build up structure and colour depth, 
using as little material as possible. The process takes many days, and while the exterior forms are measured and polished, the interiors 

tell the story of its creation.

A universe captured in resin.

OBJECT 002H: A ROUNDED RECTANGULAR FORM

MATERIALS: Resin, pigment                     

ORIGIN:  Canada                                           

PRODUCTION: 6-8 weeks

DIMENSIONS:  22” W x 14” D  x 14” H 56 cm W x 36 cm D x 36 cm H



OORT RESIN TABLE COLLECTION - OBJECT002V 

DESCRIPTION
These smooth, rounded tables were inspired by the Oort Cloud — a theoretical cloud of icy planetesimals that encircle our solar system. 
We imagined these colourful objects being gently eroded over eons, as they travel amongst the cloud.

After a year of experimenting, we perfected our methodology to create these futuristic forms. OORT are created in our Toronto studio 
using the process of rotocasting where resin is added layer by layer from the inside with rotation to build up structure and colour depth, 
using as little material as possible. The process takes many days, and while the exterior forms are measured and polished, the interiors 

tell the story of its creation.

A  universe captured in resin.

OBJECT 002V: A ROUNDED RECTANGULAR FORM

MATERIALS: Resin, pigment                     

ORIGIN:  Canada                                           

PRODUCTION: 6-8 weeks

DIMENSIONS: 14” W x 14” D  x 22” H 36 cm W x 36 cm D x 56 cm H        



OORT RESIN TABLE COLLECTION - OBJECT 003 

DESCRIPTION
These smooth, rounded tables were inspired by the Oort Cloud — a theoretical cloud of icy planetesimals that encircle our solar system. 
We imagined these colourful objects being gently eroded over eons, as they travel amongst the cloud.

After a year of experimenting, we perfected our methodology to create these futuristic forms. OORT are created in our Toronto studio 
using the process of rotocasting where resin is added layer by layer from the inside with rotation to build up structure and colour depth, 
using as little material as possible. The process takes many days, and while the exterior forms are measured and polished, the interiors 
tell the story of its creation.

A universe captured in resin.

OBJECT 003: AN UPRIGHT ORGANIC DRUM FORM

MATERIALS: Resin, pigment                     

ORIGIN:  Canada                                           

PRODUCTION: 6-8 weeks

DIMENSIONS: 18” W x 18.5” D x 19” H 46 cm W x 47 cm D x 49 cm H



OORT RESIN TABLE COLLECTION - OBJECT 004 

DESCRIPTION
These smooth, rounded tables were inspired by the Oort Cloud — a theoretical cloud of icy planetesimals that encircle our solar system. 
We imagined these colourful objects being gently eroded over eons, as they travel amongst the cloud.

After a year of experimenting, we perfected our methodology to create these futuristic forms. OORT are created in our Toronto studio 
using the process of rotocasting where resin is added layer by layer from the inside with rotation to build up structure and colour depth, 
using as little material as possible. The process takes many days, and while the exterior forms are measured and polished, the interiors 

tell the story of its creation.

A universe captured in resin.

OBJECT 003: A LOW AND WIDE ORGANIC DRUM FORM

MATERIALS: Resin, pigment                     

ORIGIN:  Canada                                           

PRODUCTION: 6-8 weeks

DIMENSIONS:  26” W x 26” D  x 14” H 66 cm W x 66 cm D x 36 cm H



Available for all OORT tables.
Multiple layers of richly tinted resin polished to a glossy lustre.

OORT TABLES - DEEP TRANSLUCENT COLOURS   

TOURMALINE BORDEAUX SPICE

OCHRE FOREST OCEAN

TWILIGHT ROCK ESPRESSO



Available for all OORT tables.
Multiple layers of tinted resin, backed with a light foggy layer, polished to a 
glossy lustre.

OORT TABLES - FOGGY COLOURS   

LILAC CORAL SPICE

HONEY MOSS SURF

EVE STONE

CERISE

CAFFE



THISTLE BUBBLEGUM CORAL 

CREME LICHEN LAGOON

MIST PEBBLE LATTE

Available for all OORT tables.
Multiple layers of tinted, semiopaque, pastel resin polished to a glossy lustre.

OORT TABLES - OPAQUE COLOURS   


